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Enhancements in the core grid control
1. [Enhancement] This build of iGrid brings enhancements to the algorithm that converts the entered
string into the cell value. One of the improvements makes it easier for the user to edit formatted
numeric values.
For example, the developer can specify a format string like "{0:0,0.00}" or "{0:C}" for currency
amounts to display them with additional formatting characters like thousand separators. In the case of
the format string "{0:C}" the decimal value of 5000 will be displayed as "$5,000.00" on a computer
with the regional format set to "English (United States)". The user can edit one character in this string
– for example, change it to "$5,001.00" – and save this new value. In the previous builds of iGrid the
user would get the message "Input string was not in a correct format" at that, but the current build
properly processes the new string and saves 5001 as the cell value. Moreover, the user can enter
values with incorrect positions of thousand separators, and they will be accepted by iGrid too. For
example, strings like "$5,00.00" or "$5,0000.00" will be saved as 500 and 50000 respectively without
any error messages.
A brief version of the enhanced algorithm that converts entered strings looks like this:
1) If the entered string is empty, convert it to the corresponding empty value depending on the
value of the EmptyStringAs property if it is defined or save the string "as is" otherwise. Exit.
2) Determine the value type to convert to. This is the type defined in the ValueType property or
if it is not defined, the type of the current cell value if it is not null (Nothing in VB) or DBNull.
3) If it was not possible to determine the value type on Step 2, try to parse the entered string as
a number. The Double, Int32, Int64, Decimal types are tested for this (in this order). If
the conversion is not possible, save the entered string "as is" in the cell value. Exit.
4) If the value type to convert to is
a. numeric (all integer types, Decimal, Single and Double), convert the entered string
to it by calling the Parse() method of the corresponding type;
b. an enumeration, call the Enum.Parse() method to get the enumeration item from
the entered string;
c.

otherwise try to convert the entered string to the cell value using the
Convert.ChangeType() method for the value type to convert to.

The parts of this algorithm are wrapped with the try..catch blocks that intercept possible conversion
errors. If an exception occurs, it is displayed in the message box like in the previous versions.
2. [New] iGrid implements the new public method DrawFooterCellContents used by the internal
infrastructure to print the contents of footer section.
3. [Enhancement] The vertical grid line separating the fake row header from footer cells in the footer
section is always drawn even if drawing of vertical grid lines were turned off in the
iGrid.GridLines.Mode property. This helps to see the bounds of this footer row header area
regardless the visibility of the vertical grid lines the same way as we see row headers in the row header
area when it is visible.
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4. [Enhancement] The special last row horizontal grid line has a higher drawing priority than the special
last column vertical grid line regardless of the value of the iGrid.GridLines.ZOrder property. This
enhancement provides a better look of iGrid because the normal cell vertical grid lines never break this
special last row horizontal grid line. This enhancement also provides a look consistent with the special
header and footer separating lines that always have a higher drawing priority than the normal vertical
grid lines in the corresponding grid areas.
5. [Fixed] The normal horizontal grid lines in the footer cells broke the special vertical grid line drawn
after the last footer column.
6. [Fixed] The CustomDrawFooterRowHdr event was raised even when the footer was not visible.
7. [Fixed] The header may contain extra unneeded empty space after calling the Header.AutoHeight()
method.
8. [Fixed] The special vertical grid line after the last frozen column was broken by the horizontal grid lines
in the footer section.
9. [Fixed] The iGColHdr.SpanRoot and iGFooterCell.SpanRoot properties returned incorrect values
after reordering columns.
10. [Fixed] The Reset command in the context menu of the Visual Studio Property Grid set the
GroupBox.HintBackColor and GroupBox.HintForeColor properties to incorrect default values.

Enhancements in the PrintManager add-on
1. [New] Printing of the grid footer section was implemented in this release. If the footer section is visible
in iGrid on the screen, it is automatically printed by the PrintManager add-on.
PrintManager uses the settings for normal cells when printing footer cells, such as visibility and style
of grid lines, their Z-order, the printing style (screen or plain look), and so on.
The footer section is framed by the separating line at the top and bottom and the special vertical grid
line for the last column at the left and right to provide beautiful symmetric look on paper.
2. [New] The print-preview dialog supports scrolling with the mouse wheel.
The mouse wheel rotation works exactly like in iGrid. If you do not hold the CTRL key while rotating
the mouse wheel, the preview picture is scrolled vertically. If you hold the CTRL pressed, the preview
picture is scrolled in the horizontal direction.
3. [New] Now PrintManager supports the new grid line priority system introduced in iGrid.NET X. The
special grid lines framing the last column and row are not broken by normal cell grid lines on the paper.
The same concerns the special grid lines drawn on edges of the frozen area. The value of the
iGrid.GridLines.ZOrder property is also taken into account when drawing the grid on the paper.
4. [Enhancement] If printing of the row header area is allowed, it is printed only on the pages containing
the first visible column of iGrid. This allows the user to understand whether a merged cell is broken by
a vertical page break because the row header is absent at the left of a broken merged cell. One more
benefit of this enhancement is that now reports printed on several pages can be combined into one
whole report easily with sellotape.
5. [Enhancement] In the previous versions of PrintManager, the special grid lines of the last column and
row set with the iGrid.GridLines.VerticalLastCol and iGrid.GridLines.HorizontalLastRow
properties were printed after the last column and last row on every page. Now they are printed only
after the last grid column and row exactly like the user sees these special grid lines in iGrid on the
screen.
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In addition to that, the last column's grid line is printed before the very first column if the row header
is not printed. Similarly, the last row's grid line is printed before the very first row if the column headers
are not printed. This provides a beautiful symmetric look of iGrid on paper.
6. [Enhancement] The vertical level area for group rows is not broken by the horizontal grid line of the
last row on a page. This helps the user to understand that there are more rows belonging to group
rows.
7. [Fixed] If iGrid had group rows, the horizontal grid line in the last row was not drawn under the level
areas of group rows.
8. [Fixed] Custom page margins set with the Document.DefaultPageSettings.Margins property were
not processed properly in right-to-left mode.
9. [Fixed] The special grid lines of the last row set with the iGrid.GridLines.HorizontalLastRow
property was not printed – the normal horizontal cell grid line was printed instead.
10. [Fixed]
PrintManager
raised
the
CustomDrawPageHeaderGetBounds
and
CustomDrawPageFooterGetBounds
events
instead
of
CustomDrawDocumentHeaderGetBounds and CustomDrawDocumentFooterGetBounds
events while drawing the document header and footer respectively.
11. [Fixed] The ColorizeRowLevelIndent setting of iGrid was not processed by PrintManager properly
in some cases.
12. [Fixed] The contents of merged cells were not printed in right-to-left mode.
13. [Fixed] Minor problems with drawing styled row and column headers were fixed.

